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Selvatura Park is a nature and adventure ecological park located in Monteverde,

Puntarenas, Costa Rica, with an area of over 850 acres of protected land, it is one of

Monteverde’s top attractions.The park offers a large variety of great activities all in

the same place. This offers the benefit to the visitors of allowing them to enjoy the

most of their time in Monteverde participating in our unique tours.We pride

ourselves on providing world class service to all our visitors which has contributed

to high customer satisfaction level and raving reviews online in venues such as

TripAdvisor and others. At Selvatura Park we provide the best tours in Monteverde,

we are specialists in the following activities: Canopy Tour Selvatura Park offers its

unique Canopy Tour adventure!Our tour is the only zip-line tour built entirely inside

the cloud forest. In this tour, visitors cross through the unique cloud forest canopy

suspended over the forest while attached to high weight-capacity cables and using

the specialized climbing gear. This provides wonderful experience and sensations

only comparable to flying through the forest. This tour not only combines the thrill

of one of Costa Rica’s most safe and popular adventures but also provides a unique

vantage point of the cloud forest which in the past was reserved only to certain
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(Suspension Bridges)Selvatura Park’s treetop walkways provide the best way to

safely admire the cloud forest canopy at your own pace.Walking through our

bridges, our visitors have the opportunity appreciate a wide variety of flora and

fauna of Monteverde and observe the endemic biodiversity of the cloud forest

canopy which is not found anywhere else in the world. The treetop walkways

provide the best vantage point to observe the beauty of the cloud forest in all its

levels. Natural History WalksAs a complement to the Treetop Walkways you can hire

a Natural History Guide and transform your tour into a Natural History Walk which

provides our visitors with a broader and more thorough experience of the marvels

of the cloud forest, they are conducted by certified naturalist guides specialized in

the area of Monteverde and Selvatura Park, which ensures that each walk will have

a biological, ornithological and cultural approach of Monteverde and the cloud

forest. Butterfly GardenSelvatura Park offers one of the largest butterfly gardens in

the Americas, with an area of 300 feet long by 90 feet wide and 50 feet tall, a great

dome structure covered by a special structure that helps control the temperature

inside the garden, which enables our garden to host more than 30 different species

of butterflies from different altitudes and climates found throughout Costa

Rica. Reptile and Amphibian ExhibitionWe invite you to come to our reptile and

amphibian exhibition, a tour in which you will be able to observe some of the most

beautiful live specimens of lizards, snakes, and frogs gathered from all over Costa

Rica and kept in optimum conditions inside customized natural terrariums which

emulate the habitat of each species. This is a one-of-a-kind exhibition that provides

a 360° view of each terrarium offering a greater, more natural viewing

experience.  Hummingbird GardenAt our hummingbird garden, our visitors will

observe more than 14 different species of hummingbirds including a few species

that are not commonly seen in the Pacific side of the continental division of

Monteverde. At our Garden, the relaxing ambiance and with beautiful natural floral

arrangements provide a perfect setting for nature photography lovers.  Ecological

Awareness CenterWe are happy to announce that we are working on a new and

exciting project in which we will combine art, technology and our environmental

knowledge to create a new sensorial experience to raise your awareness of the
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importance of ecological conservation. Enjoy all our park’s adventure and natural

activities plus lunch and have the best cloud forest experience! 

BOOK NOW: https://fareharbor.com/embeds/book/selvatura/?full-items=yes&flow=1

10157&u=8441de8a-8e25-440a-8df4-ddf9bbd0e5ea&from-

ssl=yes&ga=UA-129606742-1,884028193.1553626359%3B
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